LC - 2A5 & LC - 2A6 CHRONOMETER
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
12 OR 24 HOUR CLOCK
If standard 12 hour time of day is desired, no changes are necessary as all
units are shipped in the 12 hour format. For the 24 hour format, locate
the 12/24 hour switch on the board by removing the rear case. Then all
you have to do is slide the switch to the 24 hour side.
NOTE: The clock annunciator will only appear when the 12 hour format is selected.

INSTALLATION INTO A BEECH CONTROL WHEEL
This unit fits the Beech control wheel in the same manner as the standard
Beech control wheel mounted mechanical clock option. This requires
the addition of small adapter clips, Beech part number 102-320073-5.
These can also be easily fabricated. These clips pick up the present wheel
mounting boss from behind and extend down and forward to pick up
the clock mounting holes.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Connection to the aircraft electrical system is required for the clock
operation and the dimmable internal lighting.

Black
Connect the black wire from the clock to a good
ground with a short direct path. This wire is the
only ground for the clock.

Blue
Connect the blue keep alive wire through a one
amp fuse or breaker to the battery side of the
master relay so that it stays energized when
the aircraft electrical system is turned off. The
continuous current drain on this wire is less than 3
milliamperes.

White
Connect the white wire to the aircraft dimmable
panel lighting system so that the lamp dimming
control adjusts the brightness of the LC-2A internal
lighting.
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